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The Anchor Book of Modern African Stories - Nadezda Obradovic
2002-12-03
Thirty-four powerful stories that inform, entertain, and illuminate from
the best emerging and award-winning African writers working today,
including nine new stories that detail struggles with the legacy of
colonialism, countries torn apart by civil war, and the growing AIDS
epidemic. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Simone de Beauvoir - Deirdre Bair 1991-08-15
Chronicles the life of the French writer, examining her roles as author,
philosopher, feminist, and companion to Jean-Paul Sartre
春天的鳥巢 - Belle Yang 2012
With the arrival of spring, wild geese nest and hatch eggs for the reader
to count in this bilingual story that introduces Chinese numbers and
other common words.
Desperate Characters - Paula Fox 1999
First published in 1970 to wide acclaim, this harrowing novel digs deep
into the lives of Otto and Sophie Bentwood, whose seemingly perfect
marriage begins to crack much as post-war society is cracking around

Mad in Pursuit - Violette Leduc 1999
An account of the author's desire to become a celebrated writer paints a
portrait of Parisian literary life after World War II
Becoming Beauvoir - Kate Kirkpatrick 2019-08-22
“One is not born a woman, but becomes one”, Simone de Beauvoir A
symbol of liberated womanhood, Simone de Beauvoir's unconventional
relationships inspired and scandalised her generation. A philosopher,
writer, and feminist icon, she won prestigious literary prizes and
transformed the way we think about gender with The Second Sex. But
despite her successes, she wondered if she had sold herself short. Her
liaison with Jean-Paul Sartre has been billed as one of the most
legendary love affairs of the twentieth century. But for Beauvoir it came
at a cost: for decades she was dismissed as an unoriginal thinker who
'applied' Sartre's ideas. In recent years new material has come to light
revealing the ingenuity of Beauvoir's own philosophy and the importance
of other lovers in her life. This ground-breaking biography draws on
never-before-published diaries and letters to tell the fascinating story of
how Simone de Beauvoir became herself.
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them. Reprint.
Stone Virgin - Barry Unsworth 1995
In its romantic and dangerous tour of history, Barry Unsworth's Stone
Virgin rivals A. S. Byatt's Possession.
The Contradictions of Freedom - Sally J. Scholz 2005-10-13
The essential companion to Simone de Beauvoir's celebrated novel.
Cinder - Marissa Meyer 2013-01-08
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar
people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with
handsome Prince Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in order
to protect the world in this futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.
Last Night at the Telegraph Club - Malinda Lo 2021-01-19
Winner of the National Book Award A New York Times Bestseller "The
queer romance we’ve been waiting for.”—Ms. Magazine Seventeen-yearold Lily Hu can't remember exactly when the feeling took root—that
desire to look, to move closer, to touch. Whenever it started growing, it
definitely bloomed the moment she and Kathleen Miller walked under
the flashing neon sign of a lesbian bar called the Telegraph Club.
Suddenly everything seemed possible. But America in 1954 is not a safe
place for two girls to fall in love, especially not in Chinatown. Red-Scare
paranoia threatens everyone, including Chinese Americans like Lily. With
deportation looming over her father—despite his hard-won
citizenship—Lily and Kath risk everything to let their love see the light of
day. (Cover image may vary.)
The Freud Scenario - Jean-Paul Sartre 2013
In 1958, John Huston asked Jean-Paul Sartre to write a script for a movie
about Sigmund Freud. The Freud Scenario, found among Sartre's papers
after his death, is the result. A fluent portrait of a man engaged in a
personal and intellectual struggle that was to change the course of
twentieth-century thought, the script was too challenging and—at a
projected seven hours—too long for a Hollywood audience. The script
remains an unrealized classic and a testament to two of the most
influential minds in modern history.
The Historian - Elizabeth Kostova 2005-06-01
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The record-breaking phenomenon from Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated
masterpiece that "refashioned the vampire myth into a compelling
contemporary novel, a late-night page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle).
Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully written, The Historian is the
story of a young woman plunged into a labyrinth where the secrets of her
family’s past connect to an inconceivable evil: the dark fifteenth-century
reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying pact that may have kept his
awful work alive through the ages. The search for the truth becomes an
adventure of monumental proportions, taking us from monasteries and
dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern Europe—in a feat of storytelling
so rich, so hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled readers around the
world. “Part thriller, part history, part romance...Kostova has a keen
sense of storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to tell.” —Baltimore
Sun
Dynasty - Robert Elegant 2017-01-17
New York Times Bestseller: An epic of love and adultery, money and
power, set amid the revolutionary turbulence of twentieth-century China,
from the author of Manchu and Mandarin. Founder of the Sekloong
dynasty of Hong Kong, Sir Jonathan, the illegitimate offspring of an Irish
adventurer and his Chinese mistress, overcame colonial prejudice to
build a vast and influential trading empire spanning half a century. The
marriage of Sir Jonathan’s profligate son Charles to the ambitious and
beautiful Mary Osgood comes to embody, on both personal and political
levels, the tensions between Orient and Occident, and between
Nationalists and Communists fighting for control of postimperial China.
Dynasty follows the Sekloongs’ triumphs, tragedies, betrayals, and
bloodshed through the decades as they expand and protect their own
empire, even as their homeland is torn apart from within by war and
ideological upheaval, from the fall of the last emperor to the triumph of
Mao Tse-tung. As China turbulently enters the modern world, the
Sekloongs also grow in stature and strength—as do their desires and
wayward passions. Fluent in Mandarin, author Robert Elegant spent
many years in Hong Kong as a journalist and commentator, and has
authored many acclaimed books on China. His stirring drama combines
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vivid writing with a deep understanding of Chinese culture, creating “an
action-packed novel . . . conjured up with perception and vigor” (TheNew
York Times Book Review).
All Men are Mortal - Simone de Beauvoir 1992
A beautiful actress's encounter with a man who claims to be immortal
teaches the man how to enjoy life again, and offers the actress an
opportunity to be immortal through her performances
Inseparable - Simone de Beauvoir 2021-09-07
A novel by the iconic Simone de Beauvoir of an intense and vivid girlhood
friendship that, unpublished in her lifetime, displays “Beauvoir's genius
as a fiction writer” (Wall Street Journal) From the moment Sylvie and
Andrée meet in their Parisian day school, they see in each other an
accomplice with whom to confront the mysteries of girlhood. For the next
ten years, the two are the closest of friends and confidantes as they
explore life in a post-World War One France, and as Andrée becomes
increasingly reckless and rebellious, edging closer to peril. Sylvie,
insightful and observant, sees a France of clashing ideals and religious
hypocrisy—and at an early age is determined to form her own opinions.
Andrée, a tempestuous dreamer, is inclined to melodrama and romance.
Despite their different natures they rely on each other to safeguard their
secrets while entering adulthood in a world that did not pay much
attention to the wills and desires of young women. Deemed too intimate
to publish during Simone de Beauvoir’s life, Inseparable offers fresh
insight into the groundbreaking feminist’s own coming-of-age; her
transformative, tragic friendship with her childhood friend Zaza Lacoin;
and how her youthful relationships shaped her philosophy. Sandra
Smith’s vibrant translation of the novel will be long cherished by de
Beauvoir devotees and first-time readers alike.
First Confession - Montserrat Fontes 1992
Two wealthy nine-year-olds living in a Mexican village in 1947 steal the
town hooker's life savings and flee to an impoverished section, where
they are set upon and abused by the desperate children who live there
Breaking the Tongue - Vyvyane Loh 2005
As the Japanese prepare to invade Singapore, an Anglophile Chinese
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family struggles to survive and preserve its dignity in the face of
increasing depravations and the shifting loyalties of spies, expatriates,
and nationalists. Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
The Coming Triumph of the Free World - Rick DeMarinis 1991
This collection of stories, ranging in tone from gritty realism to farce,
and in style from fractured fables to surreal visions of madness, presents
a blackly comic version of everyday American life
How To Read Beauvoir - Stella Sandford 2014-04-03
'One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman' Simone de Beauvoir To
what extent does our social existence determine who we are? What is the
meaning of sexuality for human existence? What is the meaning of 'old
age'? What is a woman? And what, for that matter, is a man? Stella
Sandford explores the philosophical basis of Beauvoir's reflections on
these and other questions, from her early moral period, through her postwar philosophical crisis, to the astounding polymathic studies of her
mature thought. She demonstrates the persistence of the fundamental
existential and ethical questions that drove Beauvoir's work and her
constant revision of her own positions. With a central emphasis on
Beauvoir's major work, The Second Sex, extracts are also taken from her
first philosophical and political essays, as well as The Mandarins, Old
Age and her essay on the Marquis de Sade.
The Ethics of Ambiguity - Simone de Beauvoir 2018-05-08
From the groundbreaking author of The Second Sex comes a radical
argument for ethical responsibility and freedom. In this classic
introduction to existentialist thought, French philosopher Simone de
Beauvoir’s The Ethics of Ambiguity simultaneously pays homage to and
grapples with her French contemporaries, philosophers Jean-Paul Sartre
and Maurice Merleau-Ponty, by arguing that the freedoms in
existentialism carry with them certain ethical responsibilities. De
Beauvoir outlines a series of “ways of being” (the adventurer, the
passionate person, the lover, the artist, and the intellectual), each of
which overcomes the former’s deficiencies, and therefore can live up to
the responsibilities of freedom. Ultimately, de Beauvoir argues that in
order to achieve true freedom, one must battle against the choices and
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activities of those who suppress it. The Ethics of Ambiguity is the book
that launched Simone de Beauvoir’s feminist and existential philosophy.
It remains a concise yet thorough examination of existence and what it
means to be human.
She Came to Stay - Simone de Beauvoir 1999
"One of the most acute and thoughtful achievements of French fiction at
mid-century." -- New York Times
The Universal Donor - Craig Nova 1998-10
When Virginia Lee, a herpetologist who has been bitten by an extremely
poisonous snake, does not respond to the antivenom, her lover, Dr. Terry
McKechnie, must bargain with a philosophical maniac for her life
Daughters of the Flower Fragrant Garden: Two Sisters Separated
by China's Civil War - Zhuqing Li 2022-06-21
Sisters separated by war forge new identities as they are forced to
choose between family, nation, and their own independence. Jun and
Hong were scions of a once great southern Chinese family. Each other’s
best friend, they grew up in the 1930s during the final days of Old China
before the tumult of the twentieth century brought political revolution,
violence, and a fractured national identity. By a quirk of timing, at the
end of the Chinese Civil War, Jun ended up on an island under
Nationalist control, and then settled in Taiwan, married a Nationalist
general, and lived among fellow exiles at odds with everything the new
Communist regime stood for on the mainland. Hong found herself an
ocean away on the mainland, forced to publicly disavow both her own
family background and her sister’s decision to abandon the party. A
doctor by training, to overcome the suspicion created by her family
circumstances, Hong endured two waves of “re-education” and internal
exile, forced to work in some of the most desperately poor, remote areas
of the country. Ambitious, determined, and resourceful, both women
faced morally fraught decisions as they forged careers and families in the
midst of political and social upheaval. Jun established one of U.S.-allied
Taiwan’s most important trading companies. Hong became one of the
most celebrated doctors in China, appearing on national media and
honored for her dedication to medicine. Niece to both sisters, linguist
the-mandarins-norton-paperback-fiction

and East Asian scholar Zhuqing Li tells her aunts’ story for the first time,
honoring her family’s history with sympathy and grace. Daughters of the
Flower Fragrant Garden is a window into the lives of women in
twentieth-century China, a time of traumatic change and unparalleled
resilience. In this riveting and deeply personal account, Li confronts the
bitter political rivals of mainland China and Taiwan with elegance and
unique insight, while celebrating her aunts’ remarkable legacies.
Do Not Say We Have Nothing: A Novel - Madeleine Thien 2016-10-11
Winner of the Scotiabank Giller Prize and the Governor General's
Literary Award // Finalist for the Man Booker Prize and the Baileys
Women's Prize for Fiction "A powerfully expansive novel…Thien writes
with the mastery of a conductor." —New York Times Book Review “In a
single year, my father left us twice. The first time, to end his marriage,
and the second, when he took his own life. I was ten years old.” Master
storyteller Madeleine Thien takes us inside an extended family in China,
showing us the lives of two successive generations—those who lived
through Mao’s Cultural Revolution and their children, who became the
students protesting in Tiananmen Square. At the center of this epic story
are two young women, Marie and Ai-Ming. Through their relationship
Marie strives to piece together the tale of her fractured family in
present-day Vancouver, seeking answers in the fragile layers of their
collective story. Her quest will unveil how Kai, her enigmatic father, a
talented pianist, and Ai-Ming’s father, the shy and brilliant composer,
Sparrow, along with the violin prodigy Zhuli were forced to reimagine
their artistic and private selves during China’s political campaigns and
how their fates reverberate through the years with lasting consequences.
With maturity and sophistication, humor and beauty, Thien has crafted a
novel that is at once intimate and grandly political, rooted in the details
of life inside China yet transcendent in its universality.
The Family Chao: A Novel - Lan Samantha Chang 2022-02-01
One of Literary Hub's and The Millions' Most Anticipated Books of 2022
A Goodreads Readers' Most Anticipated Mystery of 2022 An acclaimed
storyteller returns with “a gorgeous and gripping literary mystery” that
explores “family, betrayal, passion, race, culture and the American
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Dream” (Jean Kwok). The residents of Haven, Wisconsin, have dined on
the Fine Chao restaurant’s delicious Americanized Chinese food for
thirty-five years, content to ignore any unsavory whispers about the
family owners. Whether or not Big Leo Chao is honest, or his wife,
Winnie, is happy, their food tastes good and their three sons earned
scholarships to respectable colleges. But when the brothers reunite in
Haven, the Chao family’s secrets and simmering resentments erupt at
last. Before long, brash, charismatic, and tyrannical patriarch Leo is
found dead—presumed murdered—and his sons find they’ve drawn the
exacting gaze of the entire town. The ensuing trial brings to light
potential motives for all three brothers: Dagou, the restaurant’s reckless
head chef; Ming, financially successful but personally tortured; and the
youngest, gentle but lost college student James. As the spotlight on the
brothers tightens—and the family dog meets an unexpected fate—Dagou,
Ming, and James must reckon with the legacy of their father’s outsized
appetites and their own future survival. Brimming with heartbreak,
comedy, and suspense, The Family Chao offers a kaleidoscopic, highly
entertaining portrait of a Chinese American family grappling with the
dark undercurrents of a seemingly pleasant small town.
Cal - Bernard MacLaverty 1995
"Bernard MacLaverty's powerful novel is a love story as affecting and
tragic as you could want." USA Today"
The Horned Man: A Novel - James Lasdun 2003-05-17
"Unputdownable... a masterpiece of chilling, mesmerizing
control.'"—Michael Dirda, Washington Post The Horned Man opens with
a man losing his place in a book, then deepens into a dark and terrifying
tale of a man losing his place in the world. As Lawrence Miller—an
English expatriate and professor of gender studies—tells the story of
what appears to be an elaborate conspiracy to frame him for a series of
brutal killings, we descend into a world of subtly deceptive appearances
where persecutor and victim continually shift roles, where paranoia
assumes an air of calm rationality, and where enlightenment itself casts
a darkness in which the most nightmarish acts occur. As the novel races
to its shocking conclusion, we follow Miller as he traverses the streets of
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Manhattan and the decaying suburbs beyond, in terrified pursuit of his
pursuers. Written with sinuous grace and intellectual acuity, The Horned
Man is an extraordinary, unforgettable first novel by an acclaimed writer
and poet of unusual power. Reading group guide included.
Mustang Sally - Edward Allen 1994
When the semester's work at Amherst College (of Indiana, that is)
teaching English to the dismally under motivated comes to a close, Pack
Schmidt marks high and is out the door to his favorite place on earth:
Las Vegas.
Three Dangerous Men: Russia, China, Iran and the Rise of
Irregular Warfare - Seth G. Jones 2021-09-07
How three key figures in Moscow, Beijing, and Tehran built ruthless
irregular warfare campaigns that are eroding American power. In Three
Dangerous Men, defense expert Seth Jones argues that the US is
woefully unprepared for the future of global competition. While America
has focused on building fighter jets, missiles, and conventional
warfighting capabilities, its three principal rivals—Russia, Iran, and
China—have increasingly adopted irregular warfare: cyber attacks, the
use of proxy forces, propaganda, espionage, and disinformation to
undermine American power. Jones profiles three pioneers of irregular
warfare in Moscow, Beijing, and Tehran who adapted American
techniques and made huge gains without waging traditional warfare:
Russian Chief of Staff Valery Gerasimov; the deceased Iranian Major
General Qassem Soleimani; and vice chairman of China’s Central Military
Commission Zhang Youxia. Each has spent his career studying American
power and devised techniques to avoid a conventional or nuclear war
with the US. Gerasimov helped oversee a resurgence of Russian irregular
warfare, which included attempts to undermine the 2016 and 2020 US
presidential elections and the SolarWinds cyber attack. Soleimani was so
effective in expanding Iranian power in the Middle East that Washington
targeted him for assassination. Zhang Youxia presents the most alarming
challenge because China has more power and potential at its disposal.
Drawing on interviews with dozens of US military, diplomatic, and
intelligence officials, as well as hundreds of documents translated from
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Russian, Farsi, and Mandarin, Jones shows how America’s rivals have
bloodied its reputation and seized territory worldwide. Instead of
standing up to autocratic regimes, Jones demonstrates that the United
States has largely abandoned the kind of information, special operations,
intelligence, and economic and diplomatic action that helped win the
Cold War. In a powerful conclusion, Jones details the key steps the
United States must take to alter how it thinks about—and engages
in—competition before it is too late.
Ten Restaurants That Changed America - Paul Freedman 2016-09-20
Featuring a new chapter on ten restaurants changing America today, a
“fascinating . . . sweep through centuries of food culture” (Washington
Post). Combining an historian’s rigor with a food enthusiast’s palate,
Paul Freedman’s seminal and highly entertaining Ten Restaurants That
Changed America reveals how the history of our restaurants reflects
nothing less than the history of America itself. Whether charting the rise
of our love affair with Chinese food through San Francisco’s fabled
Mandarin; evoking the poignant nostalgia of Howard Johnson’s, the
beloved roadside chain that foreshadowed the pandemic of McDonald’s;
or chronicling the convivial lunchtime crowd at Schrafft’s, the first dining
establishment to cater to women’s tastes, Freedman uses each
restaurant to reveal a wider story of race and class, immigration and
assimilation. “As much about the contradictions and contrasts in this
country as it is about its places to eat” (The New Yorker), Ten
Restaurants That Changed America is a “must-read” (Eater) that proves
“essential for anyone who cares about where they go to dinner” (Wall
Street Journal Magazine).
The Coming of Age - Simone de Beauvoir 1996
As the definitive study of the universal problem of growing old, The
Coming of Age is "a brilliant achievement" (Marc Slonin, New York
Times).
The Woman Destroyed - Simone De Beauvoir 2013-01-09
In three “immensely intelligent stories about the decay of passion” (The
Sunday Herald Times [London]), Simone de Beauvoir draws us into the
lives of three women, all past their first youth, all facing unexpected
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crises. Enthralling as faction, suffused with de Beauvoir’s remarkable
insights into women, The Woman Destroyed gives us a legendary writer
at her best.
The Age of Reason - Jean-Paul Sartre 1947
The middle-aged protagonist of Sartre's philosophical novel, set in 1938,
refuses to give up his ideas of freedom, despite the approach of the war
The Mandarins - Simone de Beauvoir 1999
In her most famous novel, The Mandarins, Simone de Beauvoir takes an
unflinching look at Parisian intellectual society at the end of World War
II. In fictionally relating the stories of those around her -- Jean-Paul
Sartre, Albert Camus, Arthur Koestler, Nelson Algren -- de Beauvoir
dissects the emotional and philosophical currents of her time. At once an
engrossing drama and an intriguing political tale, The Mandarins is the
emotional odyssey of a woman torn between her inner desires and her
public life. "Much more than a roman a clef . . . a moving and engrossing
novel." -- New York Times
The Star Café & Other Stories - Mary Caponegro 1991
A breathtaking debut, The Star Cafe heralds "an utterly original artist,
already writing with something like mastery".--Robert Kelly.
America Day by Day - Simone de Beauvoir 2000-03-30
A portrait of 1940s America by a French writer, eg. "The constipated girl
smiles a loving smile at the lemon juice that relieves her intestines. In
the subway, in the streets, on magazine pages, these smiles pursue me
like obsessions. I read on a sign in a drugstore, 'Not to grin is a sin.'
Everyone obeys the order, the system. 'Cheer up! Take it easy.' Optimism
is necessary for the country's social peace and economic prosperity."
The Life of Jean Jaures - Harvey Goldberg 1962
A biography of the French Socialist leader.
Sugar and Rum - Barry Unsworth 1999
After encountering two old army buddies, Benson, a novelist suffering
from writer's block, unleashes a plan that may backfire
After Hannibal - Barry Unsworth 1998
A group of very different people--including a retired American couple, a
feuding British family, two gay lovers, and a manipulative lawyer--is
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brought together and overwhelmed by local chicanery and the byzantine
circuitry of Italian life. Reprint.
The Independent Woman - Simone De Beauvoir 2018-11-06
“Like man, woman is a human being.” When The Second Sex was first
published in Paris in 1949—groundbreaking, risqué, brilliantly written
and strikingly modern—it provoked both outrage and inspiration. The
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Independent Woman contains three key chapters of Beauvoir’s
masterwork, which illuminate the feminine condition and identify
practical social reforms for gender equality. It captures the essence of
the spirited manifesto that switched on light bulbs in the heads of a
generation of women and continues to exert profound influence on
feminists today.
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